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WEB CONFERENCING REPRESENTS A BUSINESS-CRITICAL 
TOOL FOR MANY COMPANIES, ENABLING MORE EFFECTIVE, 
EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION WITH REMOTE COLLEAGUES, 
CLIENTS, PROSPECTS AND VENDORS. When it comes to con-
ferencing, the needs of small business can differ greatly 
from those of large enterprise.  You likely have a smaller 
budget, fewer IT resources, and perhaps a more diverse or 
unique set of use cases than large companies, which your 
chosen solution must address.

If you’re a small business, below are eight factors to 
consider when choosing a web conferencing solution for 
you and your team.
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Most important for any business is choosing a tool with the right set 

of features to support all the ways your employees will use it.  Your 

sales team may need a great screen sharing tool for demonstrating 

your product to sales prospects.  Your marketing manager may 

need a webinar tool for hosting online events to drive leads.  Your 

client service team may need a video conferencing and collaboration 

tool for working with remote colleagues and clients.   

For smaller businesses in particular, it is important to select a single 

tool that can support the full range of use cases your team will 

experience, as the cost and complexity of supporting multiple tools 

can grow quickly.  Some of the key features needed to support a 

diverse set of use cases include:

 • Screen sharing

 • Presentation sharing / document uploading

 • Video conferencing

 • Integrated phone conferencing and VoIP 

 • Attendee limits that enable both smaller meetings and      

  larger scale webinars

 • Invitations and registration forms

 • Meeting recording

In addition, many small businesses value tools to personalize the 

meeting experience and leverage their team’s personal 

networks, including:

 • The ability to brand your meetings with a custom 

  background and company logo

 • Social media integration, to leverage social networks to   

  expand visibility for your online events

 • Customizable, persistent meeting URLs, so your meeting 

  URLs reinforce your company brand and can be easily   

  shared on your web page, blog or business card

1. RANGE OF FEATURES
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For small businesses in particular, ease of use is critical. Your employees 

likely wear multiple hats and work with many different tools to get 

their jobs done – probably with little or no technical support.  When 

you introduce a new productivity tool or replace a legacy tool, you 

want your employees to get up to speed with it quickly and easily.    

Most web conferencing vendors offer product demos or free trials.  

Take advantage of them to validate ease-of-use claims.  It is also 

strongly encouraged that you involve employees in the trial process 

– including at least one from each department that will be using the 

tool – to ensure that the tool is easy to use across the many different 

use cases relevant for your team.  Simplicity can be difficult to 

quantify, but employee feedback can speak strongly.

As important as ease of use is for your employees, it is equally 

important for your meeting attendees.  If attendees experience 

trouble entering your online meetings, it can be awkward, 

embarrassing and time consuming, and a poor reflection on you 

and your company.

Many web conferencing solutions like WebEx and GoToMeeting 

require that attendees download software before entering 

meetings.  This can lead to technical issues for attendees, as many 

may not have download permissions, or network security may 

otherwise block it.  

Other tools like Skype and Google Hangouts require that attendees 

hold accounts with those services before entering meetings.  While 

your colleagues may hold such accounts, many of your sales pros-

pects, clients, vendors or contractors may not, limiting the flexibility 

of such tools. 

To ensure ease of use for meeting attendees, you may want to test 

target solutions from their perspective.  Are the invitations clear and 
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simple?  Can attendees enter the meeting with a minimal number 

of clicks?  Once in the meeting, are the buttons and labels intuitive 

and easy to read?  All of these factors contribute to the attendee 

experience, and to their impression of you and your business.

Given today’s increasingly mobile work force and the near ubiquity 

of tablets and smartphones, support for mobile devices is a key 

consideration when assessing web conferencing tools.  Do the tools 

offer native apps for iOS and Android devices?  Is the user 

experience on tablets and smartphones appropriately tailored to 

the screen size and capabilities of the devices?  Will attendees on 

mobile devices have full ability to share their cameras, view 

documents and screen sharing, and participate in meeting chat?  

If your team expects to be interacting frequently with attendees on 

the go, you’ll want to ensure that the user experience for attendees 

on tablets and smartphones is clean, intuitive and inclusive of the 

different types of sharing and collaboration your team expects in 

their meetings.  Testing by the different users in your company – 

including participation as both presenters and attendees – is a great 

way to get to know a product’s capabilities from both your 

perspective and that of your attendees. 

If you’re buying a web conferencing or webinar tool for your 

company, the ability to purchase, provision and manage accounts 

easily is an important consideration.  Confirm that all of your basic 

administrator needs are covered, and that controls are easy to 

understand and manage.  Can you add and remove accounts 

easily as your company grows?   Are you able to easily view usage 

reports for individual users and your team to ensure you’re getting 

good value from your web conferencing investment?  Can you 

easily view invoices and clearly understand costs and billing cycles?  

These are all questions to consider when evaluating a web 

conferencing solution for your business. 

4. MOBILITY

5. ADMINISTRATOR CONTROLS
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As a small business, you probably don’t have the luxury of a large 

IT department to help you deploy new tools and train your staff.  

For you, it’s critical that new productivity tools 1) are easy to use, 

such that users (including meeting attendees, in the case of 

conferencing tools) can get up to speed quickly and easily, and 

2) come with easy-to-understand, comprehensive support materials 

for those who need them.  

First, be sure the tool is simple and intuitive across all of the different 

use cases your team may be considering (e.g. collaborative 

meetings, presentations, video conferencing, phone conferencing, 

etc.).  Are the controls obvious, or do they require research to 

understand?  Are the most common controls easily accessible, or 

buried deeper within the tool?  You may want to put the tool to the 

test with novice users and ask them to perform common tasks you 

expect your team will perform.

Second, review the support resources available from the vendor to 

ensure that they, too, are easy to understand and easily accessible 

through search and browsing of the support site.  Look for extensive 

training videos and live tutorials or Q&A sessions in particular.  

Such resources can be invaluable in helping your team get up to 

speed quickly.

For those times when your team does need additional help, it’s 

important to understand the full range of support resources 

available from your vendor.  First and foremost, does your vendor 

provide live support?  If so, is it available during the hours you’ll need 

it, including weekends?   While free conferencing solutions like Skype 

or Google Hangouts offer some core features at no cost, they 

generally don’t provide live support, and relying on forums and FAQs 

for answers can be frustrating for users.  

You may also want to confirm availability of live support within the 

meeting tool itself.  Should your team members experience trouble in 
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8. COST

SUMMARY

their live meetings, it can be comforting to know a live support agent 

is just a click away.   

Finally, as mentioned previously, you’ll want to assess the quality of 

support materials available and the ease with which they can be 

searched and browsed.  Videos can be particularly helpful, so be 

sure your vendor offers a deep catalogue of overview, feature and 

troubleshooting videos.  

Of course, cost is a key element of any purchase decision, but 

particularly for small businesses. While it may not be your driving factor 

when purchasing a business-critical tool like web conferencing, 

once you’ve weighed all other factors, it can be a key consideration.  

When comparing prices, be sure to look at comparable plans, as 

conferencing subscriptions can come with many different attendee 

limits, feature sets and support resources.  Also, look for added costs 

not included in the base subscription.  For example, some vendors 

charge per-minute fees for phone conferencing, which can 

significantly increase all-in costs and limit your ability to budget.

The conferencing needs of small businesses can differ significantly 

from those of large enterprises.  With smaller budgets, limited IT 

resources, and more diverse or unique use cases than large 

companies, small businesses need a full-featured, easy-to-use and 

affordable solution that addresses all their conferencing needs in a 

single package.

AnyMeeting is focused specifically on the needs of small business, 

with a tool uniquely designed and priced for companies like yours. 
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For more information or a product demonstration, please contact our 
sales team at sales@anymeeting.com or call us at (888) 255-6805.
Visit us online at www.AnyMeeting.com
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